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Nexus 3.02.04 - Release Notes (22/02/2023) 
 
UI 
cloe.js.gz 
  

Service 
nexus.jar 3.02.04 mint.jar 1.24.10 pacsology.jar 1.21.04  pjk.jar 1.19.09 
 

UI 

DICOM Pipeline Splitter 
Fixed an issue with the split node config after moving nodes in the splitter. 

DICOM CMOVE Proxy Config 
Added in a config option to only accept a single positive CMOVE response in the multi-destination proxy 
node. 

Workflow Manager 
Make the reset and config options admin only. 
Create a new config page for prior matching. 
Updated the new config to send and receive the matcher config to and from the server. 
Added UI option to restrict the acute priors to same modality. 
 

Service  

HL7 Dictionary and Factory Update (pjk.jar 1.19.09) 
Increased the HL7 functionality for new message types and functionality for splitting RSP responses in to 
individual orders and reports. 

Workflow Management Service – Prior Selection (pacsology.jar 1.21.04) 
The logic and rules for retrieving the most relevant priors for a primary study was updated. 

User Group Access – HTTP Authentication Proxy (pacsology.jar 1.21.04) 
Updated the methods to ensure that the user group permissions were included when using the HTTP 
proxy authentication method. 

DICOM CMOVE Proxy – Single Responder Option (mint.jar 1.24.10) 
Added an option to only accept a successful CMOVE response from a single destination.  If there is a 
complete value greater than 0, no more channels will be processed if this option is selected. 

Grouped Exec Node (mint.jar 1.24.10) 
Fixed an issue with the max cache wait not being set on the monitor. Added extra fine logging to the 
monitor code. 
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Multi-frame DICOM Secondary Capture – Odd Length PDU (mint.jar 1.24.10) 
Fixed an issue where an odd length PDU would be sent in the event that a frame was an odd length in a 
multi-frame object. 

Planar Pixel Encoding (redactor.jar 1.11.03) 
Updated the redaction code to include data that is encoded with a Planar Configuration = 1. 

Missing Date of Birth (anon.jar 1.12.04) 
Fixed an issue where the anonymisation record could fail to be added to the anon database if the original 
details was missing the date of birth in the DICOM header. 
 
 
 
 


